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collaborative diary keeping A tool
for teacher development
by mark N brock bartholomew yu & matilda
wong city polytechnic of hong kong

since the late 1970s diary studies have been gaining attention as legitimate
means of investigating learning and teaching processes in second language
classrooms benefits claimed for this approach to classroom research include

identifying variables that are important to individual teachers and learners
generating questions midand hypotheses about teaching midand leaminglearning processes
enhancing awareness about theme way a teacher teaches and a student leamslearns
providing teachers and leaiealearnersniers a tool for reflection
providing a firsthandfirst hand account of teaching midand learning experiences
providing an ongoingon going record of classroom events and teacher and learner
reflections
enabling the researcher to relate classroom events and examine trends emerging
from thedieoieole diaries
promoting the development of reflective teaching allwright 1983 bailey

1990 brown 1985 nunan 1989 and richards 1990

most published diary studies in second language classroom research for
example bailey 1983 schmidt and frota 1986 and schumann and schumann
1977 have reported the experiences midanduld findings of individual diarists some of these
studies for example bailey s 1983 have included the input of another researcher or

teacher who read and commented on diemedle diarists entries we are unaware however of
any published studies in our field in which diarists kept diaries together reading
reflecting on and talking about their own as well as other participant diarists entries
this paper documents such anailall approach to teacher development

procedures of collaborative diary keeping
each of the three ESL teachers participating in this collaborative diary keeping

project wrote three diary entries each week of a ten week term two entries were made
for one three hour class which met twice weekly two consecutive hours in one
meeting and one hour in the other meeting the third entry was made for one
meeting of another class our entries concerned several different university level
language classes including business technical and supplementary english classes
we wrote our diary entries immediately following the lessons so that we could
remember classroom events midand our responses in as much detail as possible we also

followed baileys 1990 advice that time spent writing at least equal time spent in

class moreover in keeping our diaries we attempted to combine the narration of
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classroom events with our reflections on those events we did not narrow our focus
to one or even several issues

to maximize the effects of interaction among the three diarists our
diary keeping was combined with written responses to each others diary entries and
group discussions these three steps formed a kind of triangulation which offered us

more than one way of exploring issues related to our teaching after writing each
diary entry we made copies and gave them to one another to read we then wrote
brief responses to one anothers entries and gave copies of these responses to one
another before our one hour discussion time on friday afternoons these group
discussions were audiotapedaudiotaped and later transcribed at the end of the term we analyzed
the diary entries our written responses and the transcripts of discussions to
determine how these three interacted and affected our development as teachers

some effects of collaborative diary keeping
we believe our participation in this collaborative diary keeping project

contributed to our development as second language teachers in several significant
ways primarily collaborative diary keeping raised our awarenessawaiawal eness of classroom
processes and prompted us to consider those processes more deeply than we may
otherwise have collaborative diary keeping also provided encouragement and support
to our professional development it served as a source of teaching ideas and
suggestions andmid inin some sense it gave us a way to observe one anothersothersan teaching
from a safe distance

Aawarenesswarenessawareness raising
As previous research has shown writing anduld reflecting on diary entries can serve

as a process of discovery diary keeping can prompt a teacher to become more
observant and alert to some of the variables affecting classroom teaching and learning
processes through the retrospection and introspection diary keeping requires
teachers may become awawaieamaieueu e otof some of the issues concerns and questions attendant
to their teaching which wereweiewele previously unarticulated As sornesome researchers have
suggested for some teachers many pedagogical issues may never be carefully
considered without thediedle discipline of diary keeping

this sense of awareness raising0 as a result of diary keepingr was evident in our
collaborative diary keeping experience one of matildasmatildaaMat ildas diary entries illustrates this

point

in general im not at all satisfied with this class today on reflection
I1 admit I1 didnt do well this afternoon I1 guess I1 was tired as well
but definitely these students didnt show much interest in the lesson
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today to improve this I1 really must consider more seriously what to
include inin an afternoon class so as to enliven the lesson and stimulate
students inin a more effective way january 23

then inin the following week she reported that she was more aware of the
problem with this class following the flectionreflectionle she went through inin the previous
week

its an afternoon class again I1 remember we had a fairly tired and lazy
atmosphere last timetune so thistins week I1 was determined to improve it
this week I1 prepared to give students a video exercise which I1 hoped
would stimulate their interest and keep them awake in a sleepy afternoon
januaryTanuary 30

A growing self awareness and the urge to improveimpiove seem to be a natural part of
the reflection process indeed as brown observes it may be that the awareness
would have come without the journals but wiltingwriting it down made it very evident
1985 p 131

the process of observation and flectionreflectionle can arousealouse a new awareness of ones
teaching and of oneself as a teacher in his fusttustfirst entryenuyebuy mark observed

my mirror isis clouded I1 hope that by reflecting further on myillylllyitly teaching I1

can polish up my minorinirror and see myself clearly in the light of day I1

prprobably wontwon t like some otof what I1 see but at least I1 can see it and with
that visionvision have before me then some possibility of change januarytanuarytanquaryTanuary 8

and in another entry he relreilepoitedxrtedarted

I1 know that I1 need to give moiemoremole attention to my teaching I1 need to
consider what I1 do in the classroomclassi oom moiemoremole deeply and otof course through
keeping this diary im trying to do justust that I1 dondont t know if ive found
any answers I1 have certainlyceitaceltainly found myself asking lots of questions
though and maybe that inin itself isis a success at least it indicates that
im still alive as a teacher imI1 m still considering what isis going on inin
my classes im still trying to lemlewiemleainlemnaleainn and to change to become aware
february 13

although diary keeping may not yield any answers at least at the beginning the
fact thatmat many questions areaiealealcarc raised as a resultlesultresuit otof the reflection diary keeping requires
isis significant inin itself thinking about and evaluating what we do inin the classroom
emunexaminingining whether it isis effective and considering some of the variables affecting
teaching and learning processes has the potential of moving teachers beyond
mechanistic non reflective teaching

in addition to keeping diariesdianes asLs tools forfoi reflectionflectionle the additional experiences of
reading and lespondingresfxndingrespondingresplesponding to oneanothersone anotheis diary entriesentnesengnes and then discussing what we had
read served to enhance this awareness raising process receiving responses from one
another and seeing ourselvesouioul selves through anotherss perspective at timestunes helped us discover
what we might

11 have otherwise overlookedovel looked
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encouragement
the sharing of feelings and opinions through responding to one anothers diaries

and discussing classroom experiences provided us a sense of encouragement and
support thene responses and comments sometimes served as possible suggestions for
problems posed in diary entries more oftenotten during our project the responses and
comments we received provided encouragement especially in those times when we
were frustrated wondering whether we were proceeding in the best direction with our
teaching in one instance mark responded to matildasmatildaaMatildas experience of feeling defensive
in class

it seems to me that as you point out you are feeling defensive or at
least uneasy thismismls term and believe me I1 understand how you feel and
how that can affect you we all experience this at times and sometimes I1

really dont know what answer therethele is to it it must drive a lot of
teachers from die profession what do we do january 17177

this kind of understanding and expression otof empathy provided an atmosphere in

which we could share our failures and successes our responses and discussions were
often punctuated with expressions of supportsuppoitpolt solidarity encouragement and praise
for ways in which particular teaching situations were handled

by reading one anothersothersan diary entries we were able to share our teaching
experiences and we often felt that we were learning as much from one anothers
entries as we were from our own reading and responding to the entries led us back
to our own teaching to consider how and why we taught as we did in one of our
weekly discussions week 6 we considered dilstinsthistius result of keeping and sharing our
diaries

matilda I1 also feel that our discussion is helpful I1 think I1 get a lot from
our discussion as well and from your responses

mark I1 get a lot too I1 learn a lot from reading both of your entries I1

mean I1 learn I1 get some ideas for my own teaching but I1 also learn
it makes me reflect back on my own experiences and maybe realize
something that I1 havent realized to pick up something that I1 havent
picked up february 22

through this diary writing and sharing experience we gained new suggestions
and ideas from one another and discovered new options for approaching particular
teaching tasks in response to one of marks diardiaryy entries matilda observed

after the two friday discussions we had ive thought about this point
again and ive actually tried not to intervene at all in some cases this
week when students are doing their group tasks february 8

through the experiences we shared in this projectprject our perspectives were widened
and we discovered new options for our teaching
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observation
keeping diaries reading and responding to them and discussing classroom

experiences in some small way opened a window on our teaching allowing us to
observe one another from a safe distance As fanselow 1987 suggests
observation is a way of seeing teaching differently and reading responding and
discussing one anotliersanothersothersan entries gave us a way to see our own teaching from a
different perspective occasionally a readerreaders s observation of a seemingly insignificant
event yielded deeper insights into what was actually happening in class after reading
one of matildasmatildaaMat ildas entries in week 5 mark commented that he was struck by the
incident before class began when dlethedie student in your class asked pennispermissionsionslon to eat an
orange this seemingly minor observation was discussed in the weekly group
meeting and developed into a serious consideration of the issue of student respect for
teachers midand the issue of face as well asws some of the cross cultural differences
between chinese and american classroom behavior

in sum the experience of collaborative diary keeping not only challenged us to
look closer at our teaching but provided supportsuppoitpolt encouragement and solidarity As

teachers of approximately the same professional level our relationship was not
marked by the discomfort that can attend relationships of power such as that of a
supervisor and teacher or that of a master teacher and novice teacher As mark
expressed duringdurimaurimtl one group discussion

mark I1 think weve come at this not as experts who tell people how to
teach im going to tell you how to teach and youre going to tell me
how to teach but more as people trying to learn and be supportive of
each other march 15

conclusion
throughout our collaborative diary keeping project we have sought to see our

teacher selves more clearly and to understand our classroom behaviors more fully
our hope has been as bailey 1983 has suggested that diary keeping would raise
our awareness of what we do inin thediedle classroom midand help us understand some of the

reasons midand consequences of our actions

through keeping diaries making written responses to one anothers entries and
discussing our experiences we were able to focus on several issues that are important
to us as teachers our diary keeping project did indeed serve as a
hypothesis generating tool bailey 1990 and our lists of issues questions and
conconcernscenis generated during the project could serve as a rich agenda for our future

classroom research collaborative diary keeping gave us each a sense of
encouragement a forum in which to relate experiences and pose questions and an

opportunity to gain an inside perspectivepeispective oiion other teachers experiences
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along with these positive reactions to collaborative diary keeping there were
some negative sentiments as well our enthusiasm for the project dimmed as the
term neared its end and at timestunes we saw the discipline as much a burden on our time
as a tool for our development as teachers it is possible that collaborative
diary keeping would be a less time demanding and more effective tool for teacher
development when the scope of issues considered isis focused more narrowly we
suggest that teachers undertaking collaborative diary keeping consider narrowing their
focus to a few salient teaching issues such an approach would allow participants to

investigate in depth two or three issues of common interest rather than attempting to

explore many issues at one time

these caveats notwithstanding each otof us believes that collaborative
diary keeping can serve as a useful tool for teacher development this sentiment is

reflected inin our final entries in which we summaiizedsumniarizedsummarized our experiences in his entry
mark recollected overall I1 think that our project has been worthwhilewoith while I1 thinkdunk that I1

have learnt something about myself as a teacher I1 really have enjoyed our
discussions midanduld ive enioyedenoyedenjoyedJ hearingC particulailyparicuhuparticularlyly about lleileliehe teaching experiences of
bart and matilda bart expressed that through diary keeping we raised our
consciousness of what happened during our teaching and for thediedle first time I1 began to
be aware of many of the interesting points during the class flow matilda stated that
on the whole I1 think diary keeping enables me to clear some of my doubts through

getting responses fromfroni my partners shwshalinginoing diaries withwidiwidl the others widens
my vision it is widiwithwidl this widened vision that possibilities for teacher development
come into clearer focus
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